
The Guardian of The Forest 
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Once there was a majestic forest, surrounded by endless grass. Over time, the fields were swallowed up by an ever-
expanding city. A creeping flood of metal, concrete and smoke slowly closed in on the forest. 
 
For centuries an oak tree towered above the rest of the forest. As the oak grew more ancient, a faint consciousness 
began to emerge.  A faint, blurry sense of its surroundings slowly began to flow into the newborn mind of the tree. 
 
Those days flew by in a happy blur. The tree basked in the wildlife of the forest; listened to birds singing, felt squirrels 
scurrying along its branches and trembling when deer ran by.  But slowly the days grew darker; the forest and fields 
being replaced by the honking, chattering and machinery noise of the city.  One miserable, grey day stood out. The 
tree felt two humans rest against it.  It listened to their conversation and felt chilled to its roots; they were going to 
clear the forest for expanding the city. 
 
The days became a blender of worry and fear. Initially unnoticed, a deep power began growing within the oak tree.  A 
sharp determination was taking form. Its roots twitched and trembled, as if yearning to rise out of the soil. One 
morning, it realised what was happening - suddenly, its roots erupted out of the ground in a storm of soil, rocks and 
plant matter. 
The tree’s roots merged into two thick, jointed legs. Branches twisted and twined into long, thin arms with clawed 
hands.  The trunk widened into a ligneous torso. Upper foliage curled into a dense ball, transforming into a head with 
two catlike eyes formed from knotted wood. What was once a stately oak tree had become a monstrous thing out of a 
fantasy novel - or a horror movie. 
 
The tree-thing looked around, its head rising above the forest canopy.  Trembling with rage, its eyes fell upon the 
lumberjack camp outside the forest.  With a monstrous shudder, it stomped towards the camp.  With each step, a 
furious sense of determination and purpose grew. 
 
The lumberjacks barely had time to scream and run as the tree-thing drew upon them.  It fell upon camp machinery 
like a hawk upon a flock of starlings.  Mulchers, clippers and excavators were crushed by the huge feet of the tree; 
mechanical shears shredded by its wooden claws. 
 
In mere minutes, a wasteland of smoking, broken machinery surrounded the monster. The stench of burning diesel 
filled the air.   With a sigh, the monster felt a weight lift.  It settled down back into the ground.  A fog began to fill its 
mind once more.  Ever so slowly, the body of the tree began to crumble and turn into dust.  By the following morning, 
it was gone. 
 
The effort of the tree was not in vain; stories grew, rumours spread by lumberjacks about a terrible monster guarding 
the woods.  When the city grew, it now grew around the forest.  Eventually, the forest became a nature reserve - 
protected and safe. 


